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Introduction

To understand textual traditions containing more than
one witness, it is necessary to establish the relation-
ships between the surviving manuscripts and to ex-
press them efficiently. To this end, philologists have
developed a genealogical method known as stemma-
tology. For almost two centuries, they have used tree-
shaped diagrams, called stemma codicum (plur. stem-
mata).

First known stemma, in Schlyter 1827 [1]

A challenge

The structure of a stemma is sometimes more com-
plex than a tree, because of phenomena like lat-
eral transmission or multiple ancestry (contamination).
That two manuscripts from two different families are
related would mean, following the arboreal metaphor,
that two specific leaves of two different tree branches
are connected to one another – a problem that forces
us to rethink their nature.

Tree vs graph

As the shape containing nodes with more than
one parent does not fit the graph theory definition
of a “tree”, it would therefore certainly be more
appropriate to talk about “directed acyclic graphs”
[2]. Such a decision is not only terminological, but
could have an impact on some suggestions of the
TEI guidelines (chap. 19.4), since these propose
a tree-like encoding using the <eTree> element,
which is unable to express efficiently abnormal
configurations such as contaminations. For this
reason, it is worth considering alternatives.

Example of a contamination B→C.

One possibility would be to use a <ptr> ele-
ment with a specific type attribute inside <eTree>

(see example below) to record all contaminations.
However, <ptr> is a very general element and the
specific use in this context would not be clear.
An alternative is to use the <graph> element, in
combination with <node> and <arc>. The <graph>

element is able represent contaminated traditions
and it is in line with standard graph encoding
formats such as DOT [3] or GraphML [4], that
deal separately with the description of nodes and
edges. The only custom addition required for
a precise encoding would be a @type attribute
for the <arc> element, created in an additional
namespace.

Open stemmata

With the emergence of computational philology, the
use of stemmata is slowly drifting from “simple” ec-
dotical purposes to broader questions regarding tex-
tual variation [5] or the modelling of textual transmis-
sion [6]. The case of our newly created digital col-
lection of textual genealogies, Open Stemmata [7],
shows the importance to encode stemmata as graphs
rather than trees for technical, but also philological
reasons. More information can be found online at the
following addresses:
• https://openstemmata.github.io/;
• https://github.com/OpenStemmata/.

Workflow

Submissions in OpenStemmata contain three files: a
reproduction of the published stemma (image.png), a
text file with metadata generated from an online form
(metadata.txt) and the stemma encoded in the DOT
format (stemma.gv). The DOT format has been cho-
sen because it is easy to use and it allows to express
all the required information. The metadata and graph
files are transformed automatically, when pushed on
our GitHub repo, into two standard formats, TEI and
GraphML, to facilitate exchange, preservation and
analysis.

Three encodings

• Graph in DOT format (left)
• Graph in TEI as a tree (center).
• Graph in TEI as a graph (right).
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